SOME RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE
LIBRARY.

ADVENTURES OF AN ALPINE GUIDE. By Christian Klucker.
A book written bv an Alpine guide from the guide's
point of view. Klucker was one of the guides who accompanied Whymper to the Canadian Rockies. A good book,
well worth reading.

KAMET CONQUERED. By F. S. Smythe.
Another of Mr. Smythe's inimitable books. Undoubtedly the most interesting mountaineering book of the
year. It is well written, and it is difficult to put the book
away until the end is reached. The illustrations are amongst
the finest seen in mountaineering photography.

S.M.C. GUIDE, Vol. 2, Section B. THE NORTHERN HIGHLANDS. By W. N. Ling.
This volume embraces the district north of the Dingwall
Kyle of Lochalsh Railway. It deals, in a charming
manner, with such mountains as An Teallach, Beinn Eighe
and Liathach, some of the finest peaks on the mainland of
Scotland. Also the wonderful lesser hills of Suilven, Stac
Polly, etc.
The Guide contains some very beautiful photographs.

ALPINE DAYS AND NIGHTS. By W. T. Kirkpatrick.
A reprint of papers published in the Alpine Club
Journal by Mr. Kirkpatrick. It is a series of accounts of
guideless climbs done by the author and his friend the late
R. Philip Hope. A very interesting book.

PEAKS, PASSES AND GLACIERS. Third Series.
A. E. Field and 5. Spencer.

Edited by

A reprint of papers from the Alpine Club Journal. A
worthy successor to the two previous^ books of the same title.

THE LAKE COUNTIES. By W. G. Collingwood.
First published in 1902. Revised and enlarged in 1932.
Mr. Collingwood, who died recently, knew as much as any
man about the English Lake District.
3*

Part I., which describes their scenery and story, contains
some of the finest prose writing ever done about the Lake
District.
Part II. contains Natural History and Sport in the Lake
District, with chapters by various writers. One of the best
books ever published on the Lake District.

EPISODES IN A VARIED LIFE. By Lord Conway.
This entrancing autobiography is of interest to the
mountaineer in that it includes chapters of Lord Conway's
experiences of exploration and mountaineering in Central
Asia and America.

ON FOOT IN THE PEAK. By Patrick Monkhouse.
ON FOOT IN THE HIGHLANDS. By E. A. Baker.
These are two of a very fine series of guide books to the
districts mentioned. The books do not claim to be a
comprehensive guide to the rambler, but relate in a most
interesting manner the personal experiences and wanderings
of the authors in the districts named.
In " On Foot in the Highlands " Dr. Baker deals in a
vigorous way with the rights and wrongs of deer forests.

THE CALL OF THE MOUNTAINS. By Le Roy Jefers.
A book which gives a good insight to the most interesting
of the mountains of North America. It contains some of
the finest illustrations that have ever appeared in a
mountaineering book. There are about one hundred plates ;
each one a gem in its own way.
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